Welcome to National Ocean Virtual Art Competition (NOVAC) 2022

V I R T U A L A W A R D C E R E M O N Y

A Glance At Our Day:

10:00am Arrival & Welcoming of Guests
10:30am Welcoming Speech by Asst Prof Dr Luqman Lee
10:40am Opening Speech, Tuan Azlan bin Haji Ali Badri
10:50am Introduction to Judges

- Contestant Feedbacks
- Showcase of Top 20 Paintings (Semi Final)
- Showcase of Top 10 Paintings (National Level)
- Awards Ceremony

11:00am Open Quiz Winner Announcement
11:20am Closing Remarks by Ms Francesca Enchang
11:30am NOVAC 2022 Feedback Survey

Photo Session

Today is: 21 July 2022
We will begin shortly...

PLEASE SIT BACK & RELAX
World Ocean Day Quiz

QR Code:

[Image: QR Code]

Link: https://tinyurl.com/ymdj662f

Winner will win RCE badge
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MR AHMAD FIKRI YUSUF
Manager for Prominence
and Inclusivity, OKSHe

Mr Ahmad Fikri is currently working with Old Kuching SMART Heritage (OKSHe) since 2018. He is the manager for Prominence and Inclusivity and specialized in Graphic Design.

He graduated with Bachelor (Hons) in Graphic Design, Major in Illustration from UiTM Puncak Alam (2014-2016).

He also holds Diploma in Graphic Design from UiTM Kota Samarahan (2010-2013).

MR HAKIMI HALIM
Lecturer, UNIMAS

Mr Hakimi Halim is a lecturer at Faculty of Applied & Creative Arts under program of Visual Arts and Technology, UNIMAS.

He graduated from Universiti Teknologi MARA Shah Alam with Diploma of Arts and Design (Photography and Creative Imaging), BA (Hons) Art & Design (Photography and Creative Imaging), and MA Art & Design (Visual Communication and New Media).

He is specialized in various area in photography and his research areas of interest include photography, visual art, new media and advertising.
Assistant Professor Dr. Wong Shaw Chiang is a passionate and experienced graphic design practitioner who believes that designers should use their expertise to deal with a different range of issues and stand at the forefront of making the world a better place for all.

Apart from handling commercial projects, he actively participates in various community projects such as TEDxSungaiSegget, Ihsan Johor Humanitarian Project, RUN Volunteer Network, Good Earth Project, and TLC Arty Party series to promote a sustainable and inclusive development of his community.

Prof Dr Yeong is currently the Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs and Alumni at UCSI University cum a full-time academic staff at the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences.

She teaches pharmacotherapy in problem-based learning and her current research area focuses on the pharmacoeconomics of cancer care programmes.

Closely linked to her work for the communities, Prof Yeong is currently the vice-chairperson of RCE Kuching, a member of the global RCE networks affiliated with the United Nation University's Institute for the Advanced Study of Sustainability in Tokyo, Japan.
MR PETRUS ALFRED
Deputy Vice-Resident, Sarawak Artists Society

Mr Petrus Alfred is currently a Deputy Vice-Resident of Sarawak Artists Society. He is also the Art Director of Queen’s Art Academy and Systematic College. In addition, he is currently a lecturer and Industry Coordinator at Limkokwing University Borneo.


His prominent artworks and sculpture design include World War Memorial (Malaysia & Australia Government), Bako Buntal Bay, Sculptures in Botanical Garden, Kuching Sarawak Waterfront Sculptures, Tabernacle (Holy Cross Church, Tebedu), Design & Build artwork / sculptures & tabernacle memorial for the Catholic churches and many more.

TS. LUCAS LIM BOON LEONG
Head of Events, Art & Design Lecturer, Art Director, UCSI University

Ts. Lucas Lim is actively involved in art, design & fashion show projects such as BETA Fashion 2010 in United Kingdom, Nissan - Fashionable KL 2013, Tribute to Mickey Mouse MiFA 2011 and many more.

He also won numerous awards such as First Prize in Piala Seri Endon Batik Fashion Competition 2007, Winner of BETA Fashion 2010 in UK, Honourable Mention in International Design Against Fur Poster Contest 2006 in Australia, Final List in Malaysia Young Designer’s Competition 2007 and other prominent awards.
Contestant Feedbacks

Every living thing is a design & creation of God, we need to take care & protect it from extinction to enable future generations to appreciate it.

Crista Vila Ronny

People tend to not care about what they have until it’sget damaged. If we work together hard enough, we have a chance to change the way of sustainability in ocean.

Shalimar Sultan

We must protect our ocean as if our lives depend upon it, because they do.

Mercilinda Thanancis
This artwork competition is to make people see in simple terms of what is killing the next generation for the cause of this global warming...

Lu Ting En

Contestant Feedbacks

After the industrial revolution, the sea was polluted and Marine life could not live in the polluted sea. We need to protect the oceans and the habitats for Marine life...

Phoebe Wong Yun Ting

Biodiversity will colour a balanced ecosystem... Together we need to preserve the diversity of the ocean so that the beauty of life in it is preserved and beneficial to all human beings. The balance of well-preserved ecosystems makes the country full of valuable treasures. Protect marine life so that future generations will know them, understand their lives and learn their needs...
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Top 20 Paintings - Semi Final Winners

SM Advent Goshen, Kota Marudu, Sabah
Title: Better Tomorrow
Aduley Mber Misol

SMK Datuk Peter Mojuntin, Sabah
Title: The Turtle Who Wanted To Have Its Last Breath
Elysa Julian

SMK Datuk Peter Mojuntin, Sabah
Title: The Sad Ocean Queen
Mea Vera Bernard

SM Advent Goshen, Kota Marudu, Sabah
Title: Better Tomorrow
Aduley Mber Misol

SMK Datuk Peter Mojuntin, Sabah
Title: The Turtle Who Wanted To Have Its Last Breath
Elysa Julian

SMK Datuk Peter Mojuntin, Sabah
Title: The Sad Ocean Queen
Mea Vera Bernard
Top 20 Paintings - Semi Final

Mohammad Nizam
SM Gualung, Semporna, Sabah
Title: Please Stop

Ain Souhada Damia Amzan
SM Datuk Peter Mojuntin, Sabah
Title: The Past and Future of the Ocean

Phoebe Wong Yun Ting
SM Kai Dee, Sarawak
Title: Bring Back Our Crystal Sea

Elvie Teh Jia Hao
SM Kai Dee, Sarawak
Title: Ocean Is Not A Garbage Can

Elva Kong Xi Lei
SM Kai Dee, Sarawak
Title: Protect the Ocean

Cho Eun Hyoong
Han Chiang High School, Penang
Title: To Protect the Ocean
Top 20 Paintings - Semi Final

Top 20 Paintings - Semi Final
Top 20 Paintings - Semi Final

Shalmar Sultan
Elshaddai Refugee Learning Centre, Selangor
Title: Wound in His Creation

Lo Jia Xuan
SM Kai Dee, Sarawak
Title: Kelestarian Laut

Ayra Danisha Rizal Bt Edean Rizal
Kolej Yayasan Saad, Melaka
Title: Hourglass of What Determines Next

Han Chiang High School, Penang
Title: Protect the Ocean

Joanne Chuang
Kolej Tunku Kurshiah, Negeri Sembilan
Title: Protect Malaysia Ocean Diversity
Top 10 Paintings - National Level

Michelle Chiu Jia Jia
SM Ka Dee, Sarawak
Title: Tainted Beauty

Ain Syuhada Damia Amzari
Kolej Tunku Kurshiah, Negeri Sembilan
Title: Bringing Back Our Crystal Sea
Top 10 Paintings - National Level

Phoebe Wong Jyun Ting
SH Kel Day, Sarawak
Title: The Past and Future of the Ocean

Eva Kong Xi Lei
SH Kel Day, Sarawak
Title: Ocean Is Not A Garbage Can

Elva Kong Xi Lei
SM Kai Dee, Sarawak
Title: Ocean Is Not A Garbage Can

Samar
Elshaddai Refugee Learning Centre, Selangor
Title: Protecting Malaysia Ocean Diversity

Amy Ayesha binti Zukarnain
Kolej Yayasan Saad Melaka
Title: Marine Life Hall of Fame - Don’t wait until it’s too late
Top 10 Paintings - National Level

Lu Ting En
SMK Bukit Mewah, Negeri Sembilan
Title: World Ocean Day

Lo Jia Xuan
SM Kai Dee, Sarawak
Title: Kelestarian Laut

Ayra Daniha Rozal b/t Edwan Bzie
Kolej Yayasan Sateh, Melaka
Title: Hourglass of What Determines Next

Shyfiah Sarah binti Syed Mohammad
Kolej Tuanku Kurshiah, Negeri Sembilan
Title: Protection of Malaysia Ocean Diversity
NOVAC 2022 AWARD CEREMONY

CONSOLATION PRIZE

Cash prize RM100 + UCSI Bursary RM2000 + e-Certificate

UCSI University
CONSOLATION PRIZE X1

goes to

SHARIFAH SARAH BINTI SYED MOHAMMAD

KOLEJ TUNKU KURSHIAH, NEGERI SEMBILAN

TITLE: PROTECTION MALAYSIA OCEAN DIVERSITY
CONSOLATION

PRIZE

CONSOLATION

PRIZE X2


goes to

SAMAR

ELSHADDAI REFUGEE LEARNING CENTRE,
SELANGOR

TITLE: PROTECTING MALAYSIA OCEAN DIVERSITY
CONSOLATION

PRIZE

CONSOLATION PRIZE X3

goes to

AIN SYUHADA DAMIA AMZARI

KOLEJ TUNKU KURSHIAH,
NEGERI SEMBILAN

TITLE: BRINGING BACK OUR CRYSTAL SEA
CONSOLATION PRIZE X4

goes to

LU TING EN

SMK BUKIT MEWAH, NEGERI SEMBILAN
TITLE: WORLD OCEAN DAY
CONSOLATION

PRIZE

CONSOLATION PRIZE X5

goesto

ALMY ALLYSA
BINTI
ZULKARNEIN

KOLEJ YAYASAN SAAD,
MELAKA

TITLE: MARINE LIFE HALL OF FAME -
"DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT'S TOO LATE"
4TH RUNNER-UP PRIZE

Cash prize RM150 + UCSI Bursary RM3000 + e-Certificate
4TH RUNNER-UP PRIZE

goes to
LO JIA XUAN
SM KAI DEE,
SARAWAK
TITLE: KELESTARIAN LAUT

3RD RUNNER-UP PRIZE

Cash prize RM200 + UCSI Bursary RM5000 + e-Certificate
3RD RUNNER-UP PRIZE

goes to
AYRA DANISHA RIZAL BT EDWAN RIZAL

KOLEJ YAYASAN SAAD, MELAKA
TITLE: HOURGLASS OF WHAT DETERMINES NEXT
2ND RUNNER-UP PRIZE

Cash prize RM300 + UCSI Bursary RM8000 + e-Certificate

AND

Complimentary Weekend Hot Wheels Buffet Dinner at Orchid Garden, Grand Margherita Hotel for 2 pax
2ND RUNNER-UP PRIZE

goesto

PHOEBE WONG

JYUN TING

SM KAI DEE,
SARAWAK

TITLE: THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE OCEAN

1ST RUNNER-UP PRIZE

Cash prize RM400 + UCSI Bursary RM10000 + e-Certificate

AND

Complimentary Stay 2D1N at Riverside Majestic Astana Wing
1ST RUNNER-UP

PRIZE

ELVA KONG
XI LEI
SM KAIDEE, SARAWAK

TITLE: OCEAN IS NOT A GARBAGE CAN
CHAMPION PRIZE

Cash prize RM500

UCSI Bursary 100% (for Foundation Studies or Diploma Year 1 or Degree Year 1)

e-Certificate

AND

Complimentary Stay 2D1N at Damai Beach Resort
CHAMPION PRIZE

goes to

MICHELLE

CHIENG JIA JIA

SM KADDEE,

SARAWAK

TITLE: TAINTED BEAUTY

CONGRATULATION WINNERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final Results</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Champion</td>
<td>Michelle Chieng Jia (Sarawak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Runner-up</td>
<td>Eva Kong Xi Lei (Sarawak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Runner-up</td>
<td>Phoebe Wong Jyun Ting (Sarawak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Runner-up</td>
<td>Ayna Daniha Rizal Bt Edwan Rizal (Melaka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Runner-up</td>
<td>Lo Jia Xuan (Sarawak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolation</td>
<td>Almy Allyssa binti Zulkarnain (Melaka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lu Ting En (Negeri Sembilan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ain Syuhada Damia Amzari (Negeri Sembilan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samar (Selangor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharifah Sarah Binti Syed Mohammad (Negeri Sembilan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top 10 Paintings

Michelle Chieng Jia
Ain Syuhada Damia Amzari
Phoebe Wong Jyun Ting
Elya Kong Xi Lei
Samar
Almy Allyssa binti Zulkarnain
Lu Ting En
Lo Jia Xuan
congratulations
TO ALL NOVAC 2022 WINNERS!

QUIZ WINNERS
QUIZ WINNERS

1. Andrea Le
2. Lu Ting En
3. Fasyawa Philia
   Dita Kusnandang

Closing Remarks

MS. FRANCESCA ENCHANG
CHAIRPERSON, NATIONAL OCEAN VIRTUAL ART COMPETITION (NOVAC) 2022
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PLEASE FILL IN THIS
NOVAC 2022
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PHOTO SESSION

To commemorate this wonderful moment, let's take a photo!
Thank you!
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